Govt. to watch economy after freeze

Speech

Fr. Chambers clarifies positions on regulations

Father Thomas E. Chambers, Director of Student Residence, clarified his position on paternal and drinking regulations Thursday saying, "I believe in hall autonomy, I've always believed in it. The people I work with know I believe in it. Let the Hall Judicial Boards handle paternal and drinking violations.

Chambers was upset that the working model which came out of an ad hoc committee chaired by David Tuskar, a senior in Moreau Hall, was misconstrued as a dictum on paternal and drinking in the dorms.

He felt that one is to develop a confidence between the student and the administration then one has to put a positive trust in the halls. His personal feeling is that "sanctions are unreal."

 Asked if he thought the Trustee's demand for sanctions was a reactivity desire to return to the "order of the 50's" chambers replied, "We can't go back. " The problem, he said, "is to educate the Trustees about what's going on around here."


World Briefs

(c) 1971 New York Times Service

Washington - Wholesale prices declined in September by 0.4 per cent, the Labor Department said. The index of wholesale industrial trends, also declined. The wholesale index generally foreshadows prices, usually considered a more accurate measure of basic price and labor leaders and congressional reaction was also longer to use to strengthen control of the border from Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic.

United Nations - The United States Two-China policy lost another round at the United Nations when Ireland announced that she would no longer support the effort to have nationalist China's seat. In the past, Ireland had been a leading advocate of the policy of giving both Chinese governments a seat.

London - Great Britain sent 1,500 more army troops to Northern Ireland, raising to 13, 500 the number of men there. The action followed a meeting between the prime ministers of Britain and Norther Ireland, to discuss security matters in the embattled province. The additional troops will be used to strengthen control of the border between Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic.

United Nations - The United States Two-China policy lost another round at the United Nations when Ireland announced that she would no longer support the effort to have nationalist China's seat. In the past, Ireland had been a leading advocate of the policy of giving both Chinese governments a seat.

Washington -- Wholesale prices declined in September by 0.4 per cent, the Labor Department said. The index of wholesale industrial trends, also declined. The wholesale index generally foreshadows prices, usually considered a more accurate measure of basic price and labor leaders and congressional reaction was also longer to use to strengthen control of the border from Northern Ireland and the Irish Republic.

United Nations - The United States Two-China policy lost another round at the United Nations when Ireland announced that she would no longer support the effort to have nationalist China's seat. In the past, Ireland had been a leading advocate of the policy of giving both Chinese governments a seat.
Prof. Pelikan relates Luther to modern world

by Marlene Zlon

The study of Martin Luther in relation to "the modern world" specifically the United States, was the subject of a lecture by Yale University Professor J. Pelikan delivered in a lecture by Yale University Professor J. Pelikan delivered in the fourth of a five-part series of "The Significance of Luther's Thought," sponsored by the Graduate Humanities Studies Lecture Series of 1971. A distinguished author and teacher, Pelikan received his PhD from the University of Chicago, and is presently professor of Literary Studies at the University of Chicago.

Pelikan first pointed out the connection between Luther's famous petition to the Church in 1517 and the decline of the Western Hemisphere during that period. He developed this to encompass the "mutual significance of Luther's thought and the American spirit." He stressed that various Catholic monarchs of the 16th century felt the new world was the place "God made available" after the refounding of the church to regroup and colonize and where his gospel could strive in freedom.

Luther, Pelikan noted, had profound individualistic perspective in realizing that man must do his own believing as he does his own dying.

In a more contemporary vein, Pelikan discussed the significance of the great amount of Luther's writings that have been translated into English and are available for Americans to examine. He stated that these works "can help Americans better understand the creation of nature."

In relation to ecology, Pelikan feels America "regard nature as a mine to be looted instead of a friend to be cherished. We should think of the earth not as our mother, but as our sister who must be respected. Our call for nature must be rescued from the sentimentalism it lends itself to and the cynicism that follows upon any sentimentalism."

Pelikan emphasized that Luther would have learned from the idea of people governing themselves, in contrast to the ideas of tyranny and anarchy. In the year 1521, Pelikan concluded, there is a great need for a Luther revolution in the "new world."
Citizens appear on WSND; give opinions of 'Hair'

by Lyn Leane

WSND's program, "Contact," featured a panel of concerned Americans against the production of "Hair" in the South Bend community last month.

Guests on the panel were George H. Rodenbaugh, Chairman of the Indianapolis Chapter of the American Committee for Decency, Dr. Helen N. Calvin, Chairman of the St. Joseph's County Chapter, and Judge John Gonias and Pastor Scott Weaver, co-chairmen of the St. Joseph's County chapter. Their goal is to stop public nudity, flag desecration, and sexual promiscuity.

Their slogan is taken from the words of J. Edgar Hoover: "the community can be anything its citizens want it to be." The panelists were disturbed that anyone over it could be admitted to "Hair." As Dr. Calvin put it, "This is dangerous, because children are more erotic and sex-oriented than adults." Of the members of the panel, Rodenbaugh was the only one who saw the musical. He found it to stand for everything that is "anti-American."

Their reasoning was not to read the point made by each panel, mainly because of the threat of violating FCC regulations.

Weaver stated that he could see no reason for allowing "Hair" to do in public what is personal and private in the home. He stated, "The body can be beautiful, because God made the body in its own image, but man has desecrated what God has created."

Rodenbaugh said that the principles of Americanism were at stake and that bringing "Hair" to South Bend would drive the community to the gutter. He further stated that the community would be "paying for this film" in direct violation of the building's rules against consumption of alcoholic beverages. He stated that he picked up four beer bottles during the film and that those proceedings are pocketed by the touring company. He also said that he just did not want "another Broadway" here in South Bend.

When asked to define pornography, Rodenbaugh quoted from the Ruth Supreme Court decision, May 19, 1971, which has been upheld for 13 years: "taken as a whole, if the material con

This group will not prevent the showing of "Hair," but they feel that it is the responsibility of local officials to see the production and then sponsor the company for breaking the law.

Dr. Calvin feels that having people see this musical will serve to further her cause. "Let them see it," she said, "and they will feel what I feel. They will then be welcome to join our committee for decency.

Campus News Notes

Last Evening's Student Social Commission Concert in LaFortune Center was marred by complaints concerning violations of building regulations.

Brother Gorich, manager of LaFortune, complained that there was open drinking during the concert, in direct violation of the building's rules against consumption of alcoholic beverages. He stated that he picked up four beer bottles during the film and that those proceeds are pocketed by the touring company. He also said that he just did not want "another Broadway" here in South Bend.
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Things as they might be

The Peoples' Coalition, the same group that sponsored the nation-wide Moratorium in October of 1968, has named Wednesday, Oct. 13, as the day for this year's demonstration.

In 1969 Notre Dame responded with a rally, a march, and a Mass for Peace. The program for this Wednesday will be "Things They Might Be," and it is sponsored by the Program on Non-Violence and the Campus Ministry.

Purpose: Provide a forum for the discussion of various topics; an informal experience where people can get together and express and share ideas.

Time: Wednesday, Oct. 13, 10-11 PM. Events, games, and discussions follow.

Speaker: Jane Kennedy and Margaret Traxler
Mead Auditorium - Mass for Peace, Fr. Bill Toohey, main celebrant.

Place: South Quad (Slope Canyon) if it rains.

What Will Be There: 500 Balloons (like the ones from the World War II era) will be there. Know N.O.T.C. will be there. InPig will be there. "Egg" (cap the steam plant smokestack) will be there. Drach (spelling will be there) "Know Your Subversives" will be there. Feminist movement will be there. Psychiatric Help 5 cents will be there. Coffee will be there. Mary will be there. Jane Kennedy will be there. Margaret Ellen Traxler will be there.

For each issue to be discussed, there will be a table booth with people to discuss "Things They Might Be." The group has wanted to get some real information. Very different ways of presenting material and points of view are guaranteed.

Poems

DRAFT CARDS

DRAFT CARDS IN MY WALLET MAKE ME NAUSEOUS

DRAFT CARDS IN A PIPE WONT MAKE YOU HIGH

DRAFT CARDS IN A TURNTUBE LOOK SO LOVELY

DRAFT CARDS, THUS, DON'T ALWAYS MAKE ME CRY.

SIGNED,

Moonlight

Sunshine

SUN SHINE ON MY SHOULDERS MAKES ME HAPPY

SUN SHINE IN MY EYES MAKE ME CRY.

SUN SHINE ON THE WATER MAKES ME THREE.

SUN SHINE ALMOST ALWAYS MAKE ME HI.

HAPPY DAY

SUNSHINE

i. clinton

Men of Lotty Ideals

The trouble with a room with a twenty foot ceiling is that, no matter how you arrange the furniture, it never looks right. When you stand in front of the entrance to the ceiling, there's an All That Empty Space Doing Nothing. If you have limited floor space, it's downright annoying, to say the least. Phil Correy had the "loolest room in Sorin last year. It's thirty feet by six feet, and at least twenty feet high." He admits that he's exaggerating, but his description does give the general idea. Anyway, he went up to the ceiling and stood on it for the first time. He took his inspiration from the residents of the year before, who decided to construct "Sorin's first good loft." You may remember the huge model of a soldier constructed on the south quad for the army game last year. As a result of a midnight guerrilla raid, most of it wound up in room 104. The construction crew of the Life Sciences center also contributed materials, although they weren't aware of doing so. Because of the charity of these and other donors, the final cost of the loft was only twenty-five dollars. Phil, knowing a good deal when he saw one, moved up to room 125, and sold the "second floor" to Joig's present occupants, Walt and Joe Hickey. They agree with Phil that it's the looest room in Sorin. Both they were overseas last year, though, and so there wasn't much of a choice. However, they plan to do great things with the loft. They'd like to fix it up. "We're in the loft-building business. If you want it, we'll make it." (for any visitors that might stop by.) "Our hours are Monday through Saturday from 9 to 11 and Monday through Thursday from 9 to 2PM weekends. If anybody from the West Campus wants to see it, they're more than welcome," the Lofts building said, not confined to Sorin. Frank McLaughlin and Rich Donovan of the Physics系 were the proud possessors of the hall's only penthouse. It was said that the senior who couldn't take it back to California with him. "He gave it to us; he had to. He had no place to go." The senior was an engineering student, and he designed it to hold 5,000 pounds, which meets all the safety requirements. At least that's what the building inspector told him. The destruction introduced by loft living is discussed here.

Frank and Rich have their beds on the second floor, and admit it's a pain to have to go downstairs to answer the door at night. Also, the room was scheduled to be painted over the summer and, because of the loft, it was skipped. The maids won't go upstairs to make the beds. They do empty the waste-baskets and vacuum the rug once in a while.

This is a very much of an advantage. "We can see the advantages without the disadvantages. It's a good thing, though, that we don't have any more of our generation that walked with the assassins, in case of a fire to leave the room in case of a fire to leave the room," said the building. The advantages outweigh the disadvantages. It's a good thing, though, that we don't have any more of our generation that walked with the assassins, in case of a fire to leave the room.

Campus is a very much of an advantage. "We can see the advantages without the disadvantages. It's a good thing, though, that we don't have any more of our generation that walked with the assassins, in case of a fire to leave the room.

The loft, however, is rather dull, even routine. Talk about the country being destroyed. And, in many ways, it is. But this is not what happens when real countries are really destroyed. It is the movie endings-Samson pulling down the temple, the biology lab. And we are left with this feeling that there is no possibility that what we may not, after all, solve America's mass-transporation problem and that...

Thunder! Fantastic explosions of lights, followed by temporarily appropriate background music - just like "2001" - and then this really moving silence which fills the whole theater. And America has got what she deserved, we think, although we were very moved, very affected. And then this really moving silence which...
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Nixon describes Phase Two of freeze

(Continued from page 1)

The three basic elements of the apparatus are these:

- A semi-autonomous tripartite panel that will be made up of five representatives from Labor, five from Business, five Public Members, and chaired by one of the Public Members on a full-time basis. This board will establish wage guidelines, and review specific requests for adjustments.

- A price commission made up of seven public members: "It behooves to any special interest group," in the President's words, "to formulate and issue standards governing price and rent adjustments, and bear appeals for exceptions and exemptions."

- The cost of living council, which will exercise coordinating powers and review guidelines and procedures established by the two other groups. But it will not act as a final appeal board--"so it will be at last resort--so it will involve itself in the day-to-day administration of the post-freeze program.

The task of keeping an eye on corporate profits a controversial subject throughout these last few weeks of planning for phase two--will be left to the price commission. The commission will attempt to identify "windfall" profits and force the offending company to pass along a share of its cost savings in the form of reduced prices for consumers.

"Windfall" profits can be defined as those that result directly from the constraints on wages imposed during phase two, not from other factors such as greater efficiency.

But as a general rule, Nixon made clear, he would not seek to restrain profits and he explicitly ruled out an excess-profits tax.

"Let us recognize an unsalvable fact of economic life," he said. "All Americans will benefit from more profits. More profits fuel the expansion that generates more jobs; more profits fuel the expansion that generates more jobs; it means more investment that will make us more goods more competitive; it also means there will be more tax revenue for programs that help people in need."

Similarly, a committee on interest and dividends, operating under the cost of living council, would monitor increases in both areas in an effort to seek voluntary restraint.

Although Nixon did not trouble his audience with many of the details of the program, his aides made clear that while the entire economy would be under "a very internal power struggle" and "a very sad experience" for price deflation, the program is "likely to create the impression of a very early retirement for the economy."
The Blue Devils will give Notre Dame Stadium on the 16th. an upset.

They just don't have enough talent to top the Wolverines. hack a victory.

Blackfeet and the Sioux used to meet in the Blood Bowl. Sonny Big-Time Nebraksa over Missouri---The

S: ================:============================================================·Foot

L.S. Michigan State will stage their annual battle while Texas and

Ohio State over Minnesota---The Boilermakers will climb to the

North Carolina over Tulane---The Tar Heels should pick up win

Notre Dame over Miami (Fla.)---It would be nice to win big and

Penn State over Army---The

Northwestern over Iowa---The Wildcats will be played behind Stepan

Purdue over Minnesota---The Boilermakers will climb to the 500 mark with a Homecoming victory over the Gophers.

I.S.U. over Florida---The Bragaras are too tough for the Gators.

Michigan over Nebraska State---The Spartans will be sky-high for this one but they just don't have enough talent to top the Wolverines.

South Carolina over Georgia Tech---The Tech club is just a week now.

No problem for the Vols.

Upset of the Week:

Older than Texas---The Sooners will snap Texas' Wishbone and come out holding the bigger portion, then coach Chuck Fairbanks wish for a victory over the third ranked Longhorns will be in vain.

Last Week: 12 of 15 800 Season's Pct. : 43 of 60 .722

The Irish Eye

Football Picks

It's hard to say just what factors go into the making of a great college football rivalry. In some cases, it's the proximity of the two schools, in others, the longevity of the series. More often than not, it's the programs themselves. Whenever they meet, the games have been close, hard-fighting affairs.

Two of the most traditional rivalries in college football will be renewed this fall. One of them is the annual Notre Dame-Miami game, the other is the Commonwealth Cup between Boston College and Harvard. The games are also a perfect opportunity for teams to prove they're looking impressive in victory.

The Hurricanes have averaged over 400 yards a game in total offense this fall while losing to Florida State 20-17 and defending ACC champion Wake Forest, 20-19, and Baylor, 41-13.

"We're very young but I'm very pleased with the progress we've made," Irish head coach Ara Parseghian echoed Murphy's observations.

"They're aggressive and they have good quickness," he said, adding, "I'm sure they have good size and quickness as well."

The Hurricanes have always posed a problem for the Fighting Irish. Notre Dame won the first meeting between the two clubs, 14-9, in 1923. The Hurricanes tied the series with a 26-21 victory in 1960. With Parseghian at the helm of the Irish, Notre Dame have been played in Miami. None of Miami's linebacks played regularly in 1970 and the only letterman among the Canes backfield is a junior, Burgess Owens.

offensively, the Hurricanes have shown that they can move the ball both on the ground and in the air.

Running backs Chuck Foreman and Tom Sullivan do the drun the ball carrying for the Canes in their veer-type offense, while quarterback John Hornibrook, who has completed 22 per cent of his passes this season, leads the aerial attack.

Iowa in 1959, Pat Murphy, a freshman, went 9-4.

The Irish offense has not done so well. They scored five touchdowns down in the season opener with Northwestern, thanks largely to the superb performance of the Irish defense.

The Irish defense will be intact this week as senior Bill Gallagher in the Notre Dame backfield.

"It's hard to say just what factors go into the making of a great college football rivalry. In some cases, it's the proximity of the two schools, in others, the longevity of the series. More often than not, it's the programs themselves. Whenever they meet, the games have been close, hard-fighting affairs."
Attica: Terrified hostages and for-real bullets

(Continued from page 2)

effect the troopers on the roofs of two cellblocks opened with a heavy barrage of rifle fire. The first targets were the inmates guarding the hostages in the cellblocks. These volleys were followed by an assault down the catwalk from the direction of C Block by other troopers firing shotguns.

Their combined efforts were deadly and accurate. Twelve inmates, but only two hostages, were shot to death on the catwalk, according to the evidence of police photographs taken during the action. The two hostages were John Monteleone and John D'Arcangelo. Monteleone had a knife wound on the back of his neck. An inmate who was on the catwalk said he bent down to avoid being hit in the eye with what he thought to be rubber bullets. "Then I saw a brother hit in the neck and the blood came out," he said. "Just out of there." Lt. Joseph Christian, the first trooper into the yard charged ahead of his man. An inmate jumped from a trench and went at him with a club. Two of the lieutenant's men fired on the inmate with their shotguns, which were loaded with cartridge, each containing 10 caliber slugs. Two of those slugs hit Christian in the arm and leg. The injury was cut down. The stray slugs flew out into the yard in the direction of the firehouse, but where most of the hostages were boarded up. Like all shotguns ammunition, these slugs spread out in a widening pattern. Unlike bird shot, one of the pellets could be lethal. The bodies of six hostages and four inmates wounded by a mixture of shotgun and rifle wounds, were found in that area. The bodies of the rest of the inmates were scattered around the yard in no particular pattern. According to the evidence, far as there had been no indications that any of the inmates died of gas exposure or bullet wounds. Their injuries in and of themselves were sufficient to be fatal. There was virtually no resistance.

The Student World Concern has 565 letters to send out to Congressmen next week. They need people to type these letters over the weekend. If you would like to join this cause, come to the basement of the Student Union building anytime today to pick up the letters.